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                                        Sophisticated solutions.
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                In Thein Digital s.r.o. we focus on designing tailor-made solutions for each of our clients. We are able to deliver even the most complex IT solutions, all with an emphasis on the security of your data and user-friendly solution for  customer. We have an extensive expert team specializing in ICT infrastructure, including modern cloud services and enterprise architecture. We have number of technical certifications of the highest achievable level. And certifications of IT supplier are indeed important for you as a client – it is guarantee that you cooperated with highly experienced and skilled partner. 


Until September 30, 2022, we operated under the brand SÍŤ, spol. s.r.o., as part of the integration with Thein groups, the company was renamed to Thein Digital s.r.o. on October 1, 2022.
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                        Our services include the following.

                    

                    
                        

                            

                            
                                
    
        
            Workplace
        

        	
                        
                            
                                Digital workplace, DaaS
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                VIP support
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            iBusiness Thein
                        
                    


    


    
        
            Cloud
        

        	
                        
                            Kubernetes operation
                        
                    
	
                        
                            DevSecOps - CI/CD operation
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                IaaS, on-premise and hybrid cloud
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                PaaS, cloud-native, containers orchestration
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Cloud-native platform Robin
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Enterprise hybrid cloud
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Open Cloud
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Public Cloud
                            
                        
                    


    


    
        
            Infrastructure
        

        	
                        
                            
                                Servers and clusters
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                All for data storage
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Amazon Web Services
                        
                    


    


    
        
            Communication
        

        	
                        
                            Private 5G networks
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Business Critical Communication
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                SASE and SD-WAN
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Networking and managed WiFi
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Electronic security of premises
                            
                        
                    


    


    
        
            Solutions
        

        	
                        
                            
                                Bespoke SW development and solutions
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Enterprise architecture
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                Enterprise monitoring
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                IT outsourcing
                            
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Checker
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Sustainability – ESG
                        
                    
	
                        
                            CROSS
                        
                    


    



                            


                            
                        

                    


                

            

        

    


    
    
        
            
                
                    
    
        
            Digital workplace, DaaS.


            
                
                    
                        	We take care of the whole device life-cycle from delivery and installation, through users support up to replacement and adoption to the new device.
	Transparent and foreseeable per user monthly price without need of CAPEX and most of all – without troubles.
	Complete end-point security.
	Best of breed device management Workspace ONE or Intune.
	Selection of the most suitable types of devices/notebooks.
	Possibility of on-site support across whole CR, as well as remote support.

	 


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Capability to provide on-line support across whole CR.
	Experiences with managing thousands of devices.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            Service is suitable for enterprises from app 100 users, who want to focus on its core business.
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                    Certificates and partners:
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            VIP support.


            
                
                    
                        	Special level of support for VIP users, e.g. Board members. 
	Dedicated team of technicians.
	Installation, configuration, prophylaxis and support of MS Windows as well as Apple MacOS notebooks.
	Installation, configuration and support of handheld devices Android and iOS.
	Training of VIP users.
	Possibility to support VIP users within events, e.g. conferences, trade fairs etc.

	 


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Long term experiences with this type of service.
	Ability to form optimal support team.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            Shareholders or top management of enterprises, including expats.
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                    Certificates and partners:
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            iBusiness Thein.


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                

            


            
                



                




                





                


    

        

        
            
                
                    Companies within this area:
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            Kubernetes operation.


            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                

            


            
                



                




                





                


    

        

        
            
                
                    Companies within this area:
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            DevSecOps - CI/CD operation.
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            IaaS, on-premise and hybrid cloud.


            
                
                    
                        	Enterprise cloud is ultimate solution for your infrastructure needs.
	Flexibility of the cloud, scaling and automation. And at the same time security of on-prem infrastructure.
	"As a service" option, where we take care of your infrastructure completely.
	WMware, SUSE, RedHat or other technology best fitting to your needs.
	Possibility to use complete product HPE Greenlake.


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Solution designed in line with the needs of particular customer.
	Emphasis on continuity of existing customers‘ processes and infrastructure.
	Capability to provide complex services including SLA, 24/7 Service Desk, pro-active monitoring.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            On-prem cloud, or hybrid cloud, is solution suitable for bigger companies that need flexibility, scaling ability and at the same time want to have full control over its IT environment.
        

    




                




    
        
            :

            	
                        
                            Enterprise Cloud

                            HCI in a form of private or hybrid cloud exactly matching your needs.
                            More
                        
                    
	
                        
                            HPE GreenLake

                            HPE GreenLake je flexibilní služba, která pomáhá přenášet výhody cloudu přímo do vaší IT infrastruktury.
                            More
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Open Cloud

                            Advanced virtualization/HCI with optimized TCO
                            More
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            PaaS, cloud-native, containers orchestration.


            
                
                    
                        	We will bring you savings and make life of your developers much easier thanks to cloud-native platform. Deployment and operation of applications will be fast and easy, regardless of running on-prem or in the cloud.
	Thanks to our expertise with different frameworks for containers orchestration we are capable to use the best for You. For example Robin, Rancher Lab, or OpenShift.
	We will assist you with migration from legacy architecture to micro-services.


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	We can match long-term IT infrastructure experiences with cutting edge cloud-native approach in order to deliver IT environment meeting all your demands.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            For enterprises that want to make use of all benefits of containers (flexibility, scalability, automation) and want to focus on its application development.
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                            Robin CNP/CNS

                            
                            More
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            Cloud-native platform Robin.
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            Enterprise hybrid cloud.
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            Open Cloud.
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            Public Cloud.


            
                
                    
                        Public cloud is a crucial component of a modern Enterprise IT ecosystem. 


	It provides flexibility - additional resources are readily available,
	security - securing the datacenter perimeter and providing a complex cybersecurity offering, high availability and recoverability,
	cost efficiency - running workloads with dynamic resources demand, archiving, backup, and a myriad other use cases, significant CAPEX lowering, and OPEX optimalization,
	agility - broad library of services and platforms enables to deploy new applications within minutes and hours, rather than weeks and months.


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Thein Digital builds on 29 years of experience with traditional on-premise infrastructure projects.
	We enter the world of public cloud in order to elevate our customer's IT environment to be even more effective, reliable, faster, less costly and highly supportive of their core business needs.
	Thanks to our industry expertise from sectors such as Automotive, Banking, Insurance, Manufacturing, Commerce and E-commerce, Education, or Telecommunications, and our consultative approach, we will provide you with a custom-made solution.


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            Migrating to public cloud brings considerable operational savings, while enhancing IT department's competences to support their internal bussiness customers, without compromising security.
Public cloud is a reliable option to traditional on-premise installations, which are currently facing weeks and months-long delivery deadlines.

Products:
Assessment
Migration
Workload optimization
Finance and cost management
Cloud governance
Hybrid cloud design and support
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                    Certificates and partners:
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            Servers and clusters.


            
                
                    
                        	Our architects and project managers are thanks to their experiences ready to design and implement data centers of the biggest enterprises in various sectors like telco, banking or manufacturing across whole EU.
	Migration belongs to our main expertise. Apart standard migrations within data centers in the Czech Republic we havecarried out also various extensive consolidation projects in number of countries.
	High Performance Computing is becoming important tool for research and development. Contributes to competitivenessof both companies and governmental institutions. Thein (through its company SÍŤ) delivers environment for solution of the scientific and technical issues through computer simulations. These technologies enable rapid growth of innovation and accelerate product development
	We are vendor agnostic. Thanks to our broad expertise comprising x86 servers, IBM power and range of operating systems we are capable to identify and deliver always the best solution for particular customers’ needs.
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                Why Us:
            

            
                	Exceptional know-how and biggest expert team in CR.
	Outstanding references

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            Servers for applications, virtualization, object storage, machine learning, AI, accelerated calculations via GPU.
Suitable for SAP/ERP.
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            All for data storage.


            
                
                    
                        	Within the Thein group company SÍŤ is known as a leading supplier of central components, where the most critical solution is from the Storage Area Network (SAN) family. Thanks to our deep knowledge and certification our company is exclusive service partner of Brocade (Broadcom) for SAN solution in CZ. It is a pleasure for us to have under the service contracts with our customers more than 13 000 Fiber Chanel ports from 4 up to 32Gbps, with SLA on 7 x 24 x 1hour level. Thanks to more than 140 certifications we are able to deliver SLA for multi platform solution in your data center.
	We are also experts in IBM Spectrum Protect, which  provides automated, centrally planned and guided by the rules data backups and archiving for file servers and work stations.
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                Why Us:
            

            
                	Extensive expert team.
	Ability to integrate with existing customer’s infrastructure.
	Unique SanDoc application for offline documentation and own product Restobot for regular backups recovery in isolated network.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            High capacity and/or high performance HPC/AI/Big data solutions, including automation.
Solutions for the most demanding enterprise customers.
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            Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery.


            
                
                    
                        	Infrastrure audit comprising also business logic and plan for selected applications in cooperation with application partner. It is crucial part of business continuity.
	Document is being created based on analysis and consulting with the customer. It contains description, schemes, tables and charts. 
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                Why Us:
            

            
                Abitlity to provide customer with complex solution design and conseqently delivery of the complete IT infrastructure fulfiling requirements for business continuity.
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            Amazon Web Services.
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            Private 5G networks.
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            Business Critical Communication.


            
                
                    
                        	Unique application solution for professional Push-To-Talk / Push-To-Video group communication.
	Effective management and communication of working teams. Server dedicated for professional service. Both on-prem or cloud implementation. 
	For use with ruggedized IPx terminals and with professional accessories. 
	Using devices based on Android, iOS and PC/Win

	 


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	24/7 helpdesk and local on-site support 
	Monitored data center in CZ with dedicated data traffic capacity.
	Certainty of cybersecurity, on-premise installation possibility, E2E enencryption.
	Solution developed in EU with proved references from Western Europe operating customers.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            For those, who need to manage big working teams in case the communication via mobile phones is not efficient enought .
For those, who look for state-of-art substitution of two-way radio and PMR systems.
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            SASE and SD-WAN.


            
                
                    
                        	Effective connection of branch offices, regardles of the type of available connectivity (MPLS, DSL, LTE..).
	Central management of SD-WAN eliminating faults. 
	Secure and effective use of SaaS applications in cloud by employees. 
	Secure connection once working everywhere – at home, on the way or in the office.

	 


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	We provide “best of breed” SASE/SD-WAN solution – best from security point of view, optimized price/value ratio.
	We can integrate SD-WAN with complex cyber security solution.

	 


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            We have solution for global corporations with thousands of branches, but also medium sized companies with few offices.
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            Networking and managed WiFi.


            
                
                    
                        	Design and implementation of structured cabling 
	Design and implementation of LAN and active elements
	Design and implementation of managed WiFi networks
	Design and implementation of optical networks, including reflectometer OTDR measuring


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Expert know-how
	Sound references
	Abitlity to deliver large scale projects, including 24/7 Service Desk and on-site support


            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            Enterprise networks. Logistics/warehouses. Manufacturing plants
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            Electronic security of premises.


            
                
                    
                        We provide supplies and implementation of security systems for all types of premises.


Our portfolio comprises PZTS, EPS, CCTV, ACS, including networking.


We provide protection of building or complex areas, including branch networks across whole CR.


Design and implementation of the camera systems Milestones, XProtect, AXIS, HikVision
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            Bespoke SW development and solutions.


            
                
                    
                        	Full scope software development including:
	Analysis and design of technical solution, data structure, and processes
	Coding in chosen language, scenario design and testing, with documentation
	Training, post implementation support, hot-support

	 


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                Technologies:


	Perl , JS , PHP, RUBY , java
	Oracle, MySql, Postgress
	NginX , Apache 
	SOA architecture – Webservices, REST
	Agile, test driven development
	Git, Vagrant, Puppet



Our team of experts have several years of experience in the  management, implementation, and development of ISS for Telco companies in the Czech Republic

            

        

    



                


    
        
            
                Target use:
            

            Enterprise customers. Our specialisation is telco.
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            Enterprise architecture.


            
                
                    
                        EA:


	Definition of target requirements
	Analysis of existing portfolio of applications and business servces
	Definition of the final design 
	GAP analysis
	Roadmap - migration plan



 


Integration architecture:


	Proposal and supervision of solution architecture
	Selection of the right componets for the integration requirements
	Choice of the right integration pattern
	Implementation and supervision of integration governance


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Broad know-how thanks to strong group background
	Expertise in various frameworks and tools
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            Enterprise monitoring.


            
                
                    
                        	Design of enterprise monitoring based on customer requirements. Direct administration and connection to supervisory monitoring system.
	Supervision of the system. 
	Using primarily open-source systems (Nagios Core, Zabbix)
	Collection of data from monitored systems. Open source app Ganglia.
	Installation and configuration of ELK stack, AIX errpt log. Processing, evaluation, connection to supervisory event management system.
	Monitoring system based on opensource Libre NMS. Central or on-site.


                    

                    
                

            


            
                


    
        
            
                Why Us:
            

            
                	Expectional know-now and expert team
	Advanced monitoring system, highly customized versions of open source monitoring applications
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                        Complete outsourcing of your IT resources and IT infrastructure. Through the means of handover, or migration to infrastructure of the provider. The main advantage is financial savings in the area of internal IT


	We take over you IT infra (servers, storages, LAN), including virtualization.
	Initial audit of cyber security and setup of necessary processes and tools.
	Agreed SLA, including emergency SLA.
	Cost optimization consulting.
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Thein Digital s.r.o.

Novoveská 2056/5i,

709 00 Ostrava-Mariánské Hory


IČO: 60779420

DIČ: CZ60779420
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